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Prevalence and Predictors of Sleep-Disordered
Breathing in Patients With Stable Chronic
Heart Failure
The SchlaHF Registry
ABSTRACT
OBJECTIVES This prospective study investigated the prevalence of sleep-disordered breathing (SDB) and its predictors
in patients with stable chronic heart failure (HF).
BACKGROUND SDB is increasingly recognized as being important in patients with HF.
METHODS The multicenter SchlaHF (Sleep-Disordered Breathing in Heart Failure) registry provides demographic and
clinical data on chronic, stable, symptomatic patients with HF (New York Heart Association functional class $II; left
ventricular rejection fraction #45%). Moderate-to-severe SDB (apnea-hypopnea index $15/h) was determined by a
2-channel screening device (ApneaLink, ResMed, Sydney, Australia).
RESULTS Data from 6,876 patients were analyzed. The prevalence of moderate-to-severe SDB was 46%, with a
signiﬁcant sex difference: 36% in women (n ¼ 1,448) versus 49% in men (n ¼ 5,428). Prevalence of SDB rose with
increasing age (31%, 39%, 45%, 52%, and 59% in those age #50, >50 to 60, >60 to 70, >70 to 80, and >80 years,
respectively). Risk factors for SDB were body mass index (per 5 units; odds ratio [OR]: 1.29; 95% conﬁdence interval [CI]:
1.22 to 1.36), left ventricular rejection fraction (per 5% decrement from 45%; OR: 1.10; 95% CI: 1.06 to 1.14), age
(per 10-year difference to 60 years; OR: 1.41; 95% CI: 1.34 to 1.49), atrial ﬁbrillation (OR: 1.19; 95% CI: 1.06 to 1.34),
and male sex (OR: 1.90; 95% CI: 1.67 to 2.17).
CONCLUSIONS SchlaHF registry data demonstrate a high prevalence of SDB in a representative population of
stable patients with chronic HF receiving contemporary medical management. Male sex, age, body mass index,
and the severity of both symptoms and left ventricular dysfunction were clinical predictors for prevalent SDB.
(Prevalence, Clinical Characteristics and Type of Sleep-disordered Breathing in Patients With Chronic, Symptomatic, Systolic Heart Failure; NCT01500759) (J Am Coll Cardiol HF 2016;4:116–25) © 2016 by the American College of Cardiology Foundation.

C

hronic heart failure (HF) is a symptomatic,

(3,4) have improved outcomes for many patients.

debilitating

require

However, a signiﬁcant number of those with chronic

frequent hospitalization, and the mortality

HF still experience persistent symptoms, and most

rate is high (1,2). Guideline-driven pharmacological

of them will die from cardiovascular causes, usually

treatment and cardiac resynchronization therapy

progressive HF (1,2). A complementary strategy

disease.

Patients
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ABBREVIATIONS

for the management of HF might be to

prospectively determine the prevalence of SDB and

AND ACRONYMS

identify alternative and additional features

clinical predictors for the disease that are routinely

that contribute to disease progression and

assessed in the clinical work-up of patients with

impair prognosis, and then develop strate-

chronic HF.

AHI = apnea-hypopnea index
BMI = body mass index

gies to target, improve, and overcome these

CI = conﬁdence interval

factors (5).

CSA = central sleep apnea

SEE PAGE 126

CSR = Cheyne-Stokes

METHODS
DESIGN OVERVIEW. In the German SchlaHF (Sleep-

Sleep-disordered breathing (SDB) is 1

Disordered Breathing in Heart Failure) registry,

condition that is under investigation as a

assessment of SDB was performed in 256 centers

contributor

(6),

using a 2-channel respiratory monitor (ApneaLink,

morbidity, and mortality in patients with

ResMed, Sydney, Australia). The rationale and design

chronic HF (5,7–9). The prevalence of co-

of the SchlaHF registry have been described in detail

morbid SDB in patients with HF is high, at

elsewhere (32). All German sleep laboratories were

47% to 76% (10–14). SDB is characterized by

invited to participate in the registry. However, most

2 different abnormal breathing patterns:

did not have the infrastructure necessary to run such

obstructive sleep apnea (OSA) and central

a project and therefore built networks with cardiol-

sleep

Cheyne-Stokes

ogists in their referral area. Participating cardiolo-

respiration (CSR). The prevalence of OSA

gists, who had been contacted by and were working

was reported to be higher in patients with chronic HF

with sleep laboratories, were asked to consecutively

(12% to 43%) than in the general population (15–20).

enroll all patients with HF who fulﬁlled the registry

The prevalence of CSA-CSR in patients with chronic

inclusion criteria described later.

respiration

HF = heart failure
LVEF = left ventricular
rejection fraction

NYHA = New York Heart
Association

OR = odds ratio
OSA = obstructive sleep apnea
PSG = polysomnography
SDB = sleep-disordered
breathing

apnea

to

symptom

(CSA)

with

burden

HF ranges between 21% and 40% in different studies

Age, body mass index (BMI), sex, left ventricular

(10–14). Furthermore, both OSA and CSA-CSR have

ejection fraction (LVEF), New York Heart Association

been shown to be markers of disease severity and

(NYHA) functional class, heart rhythm, nocturnal

predictors of increased mortality in chronic HF (8,21–

dyspnea symptoms, nocturia, apnea-hypopnea index

25).

(AHI), HF etiology, and medication were documented

In general, the reported prevalence of SDB in

for 6,876 stable patients with chronic HF between

chronic HF is based on either single-center or small-

February 2008 and January 2011 at 138 centers in

scale studies. To date only 1 multicenter study has

Germany (91 cardiology practices and 47 hospital de-

been reported (12), and just 5 single-center studies

partments). Oxygen desaturation index, average ox-

enrolling $100 participants have been published

ygen saturation (mean SpO 2), and minimum oxygen

(10–14). Furthermore, in all previous studies, women

saturation (min SpO 2) were documented in 97% of

were a minority of participants, which does not allow

patients, respectively. The SchlaHF registry received

robust sex-speciﬁc estimates of SDB prevalence

central ethics approval from the Freiburger Ethikko-

(10–14). All samples included highly selected pa-

mission for Germany. All aspects of the registry were

tients with chronic HF who were either hospitalized

conducted within the principles of Good Clinical

patients or outpatients from specialist HF clinics

Practice and in accordance with the Declaration of

(10–14,26). This resulted in populations that were

Helsinki. All participants provided written informed

predominantly male and younger than the average

consent.

patient with chronic HF (2,26–28).

PARTICIPANTS. The inclusion criteria were as fol-

The clinical diagnosis of SDB in patients with

lows: chronic HF diagnosed and treated according

chronic HF is difﬁcult because key symptoms and

to the European Society of Cardiology guidelines

characteristics of patients with SDB and normal car-

(4) $12 weeks before enrollment; moderate-to-severe

diac function, such as daytime sleepiness and

left ventricular systolic dysfunction (LVEF #45%

obesity, are often not present (29,30). This means that

by an imaging method, such as echocardiography,

the rate of sleep testing in patients with chronic HF is

radionuclide angiography, left ventriculography, or

very low (31). Clinical predictors for SDB have not

cardiac magnetic resonance imaging) documented

been studied in a large sample of stable patients with

<12 weeks before enrollment; NYHA functional class

chronic HF who were not pre-selected according to

III or IV at the time of inclusion, or NYHA functional

potential SDB-related symptoms.

class II with $1 hospitalization for HF in the last 12

This study analyzed a large representative sample

months; and patient able to fully understand the in-

of patients with chronic HF from cardiology prac-

formation about the SchlaHF registry and give written

tices and hospital departments. The aim was to

informed consent. Patients were excluded if they had
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any of the following: current use of positive airway
pressure therapy; life expectancy <1 year for diseases
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T A B L E 1 Demographic and Clinical Characteristics

unrelated to chronic HF-with reduced ejection fraction

Patients With Chronic HF

(REF); cardiac surgery, percutaneous coronary inter-

No SDB

SDB

3,686 (54)

3,190 (46)

6,876

65  12

69  11*

6,876

vention, myocardial infarction, or unstable angina

n

within 6 months before randomization; cardiac

Age, yrs

Total
Patients (n)

BMI, kg/m2

28.1  5.0

28.9  5.2*

6,876

Male

2,754 (75)

2,674 (84)*

6,876

LVEF, %

33.6  8.0

32.8  8.3*

6,876

NYHA functional class $III

2,566 (70)

2,341 (73)*

6,876

before enrollment; primary hemodynamically signiﬁ-

Ischemic etiology

1,961 (53)

1,742 (55)

6,876

cant uncorrected valvular heart disease (obstructive

Atrial ﬁbrillation

863 (23)

1,001 (31)*

6,876

or regurgitant) or any valvular disease expected to

Nocturnal dyspnea

672 (19)

800 (25)*

6,766

require surgery; and acute myocarditis/pericarditis

Nocturia $3 times/night

580 (16)

660 (21)*

6,776

within 6 months before enrollment.

AHI, /h

64

31  14*

6,876

resynchronization therapy implantation scheduled or
performed within 6 months before randomization;
transient ischemic attack or stroke within 3 months

ASSESSMENT OF SDB. Nasal ﬂow and pulse oximetry

were measured using the ApneaLink device (ResMed)
that has been validated in several studies for

ODI, /h

8  10

24  15*

6,711

Mean SpO2, %

93  2

92  3*

6,693

Min SpO2, %

83  6

80  6*

6,667
6,876

Medication

screening of SDB (33–38). Comparing ApneaLink (us-

ACE inhibitors and/or ARBs

3,269 (89)

2,812 (88)

ing automatic scoring) with the gold standard poly-

Beta-blockers

3,284 (89)

2,824 (89)

6,876

somnography (PSG) in patients without known heart

Diuretics

2,805 (76)

2,617 (82)*

6,876

disease, studies have reported a sensitivity of 73% to

Digitalis

94% and a speciﬁcity of 85% to 95% using an AHI
cutoff value of 15/h.
In a subset of patients with chronic HF from
the SchlaHF-Registry (n ¼ 65), ApneaLink (using
automatic scoring) was performed simultaneously
with PSG as described in detail in the Online Appendix.

Aldosterone antagonists

717 (19)
1,808 (49)

599 (19)

6,876

1,454 (46)*

6,876

Values are n (%) or mean  SD. SDB was deﬁned as AHI $15/h. No SDB was deﬁned as AHI <15/h.
*p < 0.05 versus patients with no SDB.
ACE ¼ angiotensin-converting enzyme; AHI ¼ apnea/hypopnea index; ARBs ¼ angiotensin receptor blockers; BMI ¼ body mass index; HF ¼ heart failure; LVEF ¼ left ventricular ejection
fraction; NYHA ¼ New York Heart Association; ODI ¼ oxygen desaturation index; SDB ¼ sleepdisordered breathing; SpO2 ¼ oxygen saturation.

For detecting SDB (AHI $15/h) assessed by PSG
(manual scoring), the ApneaLink (automatic scoring)

models were applied for the severity analysis of SDB

had a sensitivity of 73%, a speciﬁcity of 87%, a positive

in patients with an AHI $15/h. The models included

predictive value of 86%, and a negative predictive

the same set of potential clinical predictors of SDB:

value of 74%.

age, BMI, sex, LVEF, NYHA functional class, atrial

The default settings of the screening device were

ﬁbrillation, and ischemic origin. For the study of

used for the deﬁnitions of apnea, hypopnea, and

sex differences, interaction terms with sex were

desaturation: apnea was deﬁned as a $80% decrease

added to the model if selected by backward elimi-

in airﬂow for $10 s; hypopnea was deﬁned as a de-

nation based on likelihood ratio tests. Results are

crease in airﬂow by $50% to 80% versus baseline

visualized by forest plots showing adjusted odds

for $10 s; desaturation was deﬁned as a $4% decrease

ratios (ORs) and by marginal means (here, adjusted

in oxygen saturation; and SDB was deﬁned as

SDB prevalence). Although age, BMI, LVEF, and EF

AHI $15/h. Of the 138 cardiology centers, 8 used res-

were modelled as continuous linear predictors for

piratory polygraphy and 7 used polygraphy or
ApneaLink for screening of SDB. When the ApneaLink
was used, automatic scoring of respiratory events was
accepted.

T A B L E 2 Observed Prevalence of SDB by Age and Sex

SDB Prevalence (% Patients)

STATISTICAL ANALYSIS. Descriptive statistics were

absolute and relative frequency or mean  SD,

Age, yrs

whatever appropriate. Because prevalences varied

18–50

35

16*

50–60

42

25*
35*

considerably between centers (cardiology practices
or departments) presumably reﬂecting differences in
patient populations, all inferential statistics were

Males

Females

60–70

47

70–80

55

41*

>80

62

47*

calculated with centers as a random term. Random
effects logistic regression was used to model the
association between suspected causes of SDB and
the risk of developing that disorder. Linear mixed

Values are marginal mean. SDB was deﬁned as apnea-hypopnea index $15/h.
*p < 0.05 versus males.
SDB ¼ sleep-disordered breathing.
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T A B L E 3 AHI in all Patients With SDB, and by Sex and Age

STATA version 13.0 (STATA Corporation, College
Station, Texas).

AHI (/h)

RESULTS

All Patients

Male

Female

31  14

32  14

29  14*

18–50

32  16

32  16

25  10*

patients with chronic HF were included in this anal-

50–60

31  15

32  15

27  13*

ysis. Patients with SDB were older, had a higher BMI,

60–70

30  13

31  13

27  12*

70–80

31  13

32  13

30  15

>80

33  14

34  14

30  14

Overall

PATIENT CHARACTERISTICS. Data from 6,876 stable

Age, yrs

Values are mean  SD. *p< 0.05 versus males.
Abbreviations as in Table 1.

and were more likely to be male (Table 1). Patients
with chronic HF with SDB had more severe HF
(higher NYHA functional class and higher prevalence
of atrial ﬁbrillation). In addition, such symptoms as
nocturnal dyspnea and nocturia ($3 times/night)
occurred signiﬁcantly more often in individuals with
SDB. The causes of chronic HF, such as ischemia,

the forest plots, they were classiﬁed to allow a

were similar in both groups, as was use of most HF

graphical presentation of the prevalence.

medication.

However,

patients

with

SDB

were

A p value <0.05 was considered to be statistically

signiﬁcantly more likely to be using diuretic agents

signiﬁcant. Statistical analysis was performed with

and signiﬁcantly less likely to be taking an aldoste-

SPSS version 22.0 (SPSS Inc., Chicago, Illinois) and

rone antagonist compared with those without SDB.

F I G U R E 1 Predictors of Sleep-Disordered Breathing and Apnea-Hypopnea Index

Inﬂuence of different patient characteristics on (A) the prevalence of SDB (AHI $15/h) in patients with chronic heart failure and (B) the severity
of SDB (quantiﬁed by AHI) in patients with chronic heart failure and SDB (AHI $15/h). AHI ¼ apnea-hypopnea index; BMI ¼ body mass index;
CI ¼ conﬁdence interval; LVEF ¼ left ventricular ejection fraction; NYHA ¼ New York Heart Association; OR ¼ odds ratio; SDB ¼ sleepdisordered breathing.
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PREVALENCE OF SDB IN PATIENTS WITH CHRONIC
HF. The prevalence of SDB was 36% in women, 49%

F I G U R E 2 SDB Prevalence by Sex and Age Group

in men, and 46% overall. The prevalence of SDB
increased with age and was numerically higher in
males in any age group (Table 2). In patients with
SDB, mean AHI was higher in men than in women,
both overall and in the different age groups (Table 3).
CLINICAL

PREDICTORS

FOR

SDB. Because

pre-

dictors of SDB act simultaneously, it is required to
analyze them in multivariate models. Random effects
logistic regression showed that in chronic HF, SDB
was independently associated with male sex (OR:
1.90; 95% conﬁdence interval [CI]: 1.67 to 2.17;
p < 0.001), age (per 10 years; OR: 1.41; 95% CI: 1.34 to
1.49; p < 0.001), BMI (per 5-U increment; OR: 1.29;
95% CI: 1.22 to 1.36; p < 0.001), LVEF (per 5%
decrease; OR: 1.10; 95% CI: 1.06 to 1.14; p < 0.001),
and atrial ﬁbrillation (OR: 1.19; 95% CI: 1.06 to 1.34;
p ¼ 0.004). Conversely, ischemic etiology (OR: 0.92;

Prevalence of SDB (AHI $15/h) in patients with chronic heart failure by age and

95% CI: 0.83 to 1.03; p ¼ 0.139) and NYHA functional

sex, adjusted for all other risk factors in the model. Abbreviations as in Figure 1.

class $III (OR: 1.12; 95% CI: 0.99 to 1.27; p ¼ 0.069)
were not signiﬁcant (Figure 1A). Adjusted SDB prevalence rates by age and sex are shown in Figure 2.

atrial ﬁbrillation were clinical predictors for at least

Figure 3 shows adjusted SDB prevalence based on

moderate SDB. Third, the extent of AHI in patients

BMI and LVEF.

with SDB is greater in males, patients who are older,

CLINICAL PREDICTORS FOR AHI IN PATIENTS WITH
SDB. Multivariate analysis showed that higher AHI in

patients with SDB was independently associated with
male sex (regression coefﬁcient, 4.90; 95% CI: 3.16 to
6.65; p < 0.001), age (per 10 years; OR: 0.78; 95% CI:
0.30 to 1.27; p ¼ 0.002), BMI (per 5-unit increment;
OR: 1.65; 95% CI: 1.18 to 2.13; p < 0.001), NYHA
functional class $III versus class II (OR: 1.85; 95% CI:
0.72 to 2.99; p ¼ 0.001), and atrial ﬁbrillation
(OR: –1.73; 95% CI: –2.77 to –0.68; p ¼ 0.001). LVEF
and ischemic etiology in men and women did not
show a signiﬁcant independent association with AHI
(p ¼ 0.368, p ¼ 0.194, and p ¼ 0.110, respectively)
(Figure 1B).

DISCUSSION

with higher BMI, and with higher NYHA functional
class.
The observed high prevalence of SDB in the
SchlaHF registry is in accordance with most of the 5
previous studies that included more than 100 patients

with

chronic

HF.

Discrepancies

can

be

explained in most cases by differences in patient
populations and methodology applied to measure
SDB. For example, Sin et al. (13) reported an SDB
prevalence of 61% in 450 consecutive patients with
stable chronic HF (85% male, 15% female). The
higher prevalence of SDB in this study can be
explained by the fact that this study was not
designed to determine the prevalence of SDB in patients with HF. Instead, the HF sample was preselected by referral to the sleep laboratory because
of a suspected sleep disorder, and scoring rules of

This analysis of the prospective SchlaHF registry

PSG in this study allowed classiﬁcation of respiratory

reports several robust ﬁndings. First, moderate-to-

events as hypopneas in the absence of an arousal or

severe SDB is very common in a large representa-

oxygen desaturation (13). In another study, the

tive population of patients with stable chronic

prevalence of SDB of any severity (AHI $5/h) in a

HF receiving optimized medical treatment: 46% in a

population of 218 patients with chronic HF (23% of

sample of 6,876 patients. Prevalence was depen-

who were female) was 47% (14). This value is very

dent on both age and sex. The sex difference

similar to that reported in the present study because

was constant over the total age range after ac-

although the population was younger (age 56 years

counting for other risk factors for SDB in HF.

vs. 66 years), this was counterbalanced by worse

Second, male sex, older age, higher BMI (kg/m2 ),

left ventricular function (LVEF 25% vs. 34%). A

more severe impairment of systolic cardiac function

high prevalence of SDB in HF was reported in

(i.e., lower LVEF), higher NYHA functional class, and

other studies as well. The largest study to date
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F I G U R E 3 SDB Prevalence by Body Mass Index and Left Ventricular Ejection Fraction

Prevalence of SDB (AHI $15/h) in patients with chronic heart failure by BMI (A) and LVEF intervals (B), adjusted for all other risk factors in the
model. Abbreviations as in Figures 1 and 2.

prospectively enrolled 700 patients (20% female)

and AHI in this study were similar to those in the

(11). SDB was documented in 76% of patients (40%

current analysis, and therefore the different deﬁni-

with CSA and 36% with OSA) (11). Looking at

tion of SDB (AHI $10/h vs. $15/h) was probably a

moderate-to-severe SDB (AHI $15/h), the prevalence

big contributor to the different prevalence rates

was 52% (11). Patients with CSA or OSA were older

reported, although a lower LVEF in the Javaheri

than those without SDB and were more likely to be

(10) study population could also have played a role.

male. In addition, patients with CSA had more

In summary, the prevalence rate observed in this

advanced HF symptoms and were more likely to

large population analysis was lower than that in

have atrial ﬁbrillation, and those with OSA had a

previous studies that included younger patients with

higher BMI and tended to have a higher prevalence

a greater degree of left ventricular dysfunction

of diabetes (11). The overall prevalence of SDB in

(10–14). The older age and better cardiac function in

another study of 100 male patients with chronic HF

this trial can probably be explained by the fact that

was also approximately 50% (10).

patients were identiﬁed through cardiology practices,

Obviously, the use of different AHI thresholds to

whereas those in previous studies were mostly

deﬁne SDB is associated with variation in prevalence

recruited or referred from specialized HF clinics in

rates. For instance, Schulz et al. (12) performed a

hospitals.

multicenter study using an AHI $10/h as the SDB

In the Sleep Heart Health Study, Young et al. (20)

deﬁnition and found a prevalence of 71% in 203

reported the average age-dependent SDB prevalence

patients with chronic HF (25% female). Age, BMI,

in community-dwelling adults age 39 to 99 years.

T A B L E 4 Risk Factors for SDB in Chronic Heart Failure

First Author,
Year (Ref.)

Setting

Patients
(n)

Source of Patients

SDB
Diagnosis

Female,
n (%)

ß-Blocker
(%)

Spironolactone
(%)

Risk Factors for SDB

Sin et al., 1999 (13)

Single center

450

Sleep laboratory
referrals

PSG

68 (15)

0

0

CSA: male, age $60 yrs,
PCO2 #38 mm Hg, AF
OSA: BMI (men); age (women)

Yumino et al., 2009 (14)

Single center

218

Heart failure clinic

PSG

50 (23)

75

21

CSA: male, age, AF, lower PCO2,
diuretic use
OSA: male, age, BMI

MacDonald et al.,
2008 (26)

Single center

108

Heart failure clinic

SDB-screening
device

16 (15)

82

36

SDB: AF, NYHA functional class

Arzt et al. (SchlaHF)

Multicenter

Cardiology
practices
and hospital
departments

SDB-screening
device

1,448 (21)

89

47

SDB: Male, age, BMI, LVEF, AF
(no sex differences for
signiﬁcant risk factors)

6,876

AF ¼ atrial ﬁbrillation; CSA ¼ central sleep apnea; OSA ¼ obstructive sleep apnea; PCO2 ¼ carbon dioxide pressure; PSG ¼ polysomnography; pts ¼ patients; SchlaHF ¼ Sleep-Disordered Breathing in
Heart Failure; other abbreviations as in Table 1.
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The results showed SDB prevalence, deﬁned as

So far, only 3 other studies have reported inde-

AHI $15/h, increased between 40 and 60 years of age

pendent predictors of SDB obtained using multivar-

from 6% to 20%, reaching a plateau between age 60

iate analysis (Table 4) (13,14,26). Male sex, atrial

and 70 years. In contrast, we could not ﬁnd such a

ﬁbrillation, low awake carbon dioxide pressure, age in

plateau effect in our population of patients with

general, and age >60 years were independently

chronic HF. Instead there was a continuous increase

associated with CSA-CSR (13,14). In OSA, both Sin

in SDB prevalence, from 31% in the subgroup

et al. (13) and Yumino et al. (14) demonstrated that

age #50 years to 57% in the oldest patients (age >80

BMI was a predictor only in men. However, these

years).

2 studies reported different observations on the role

Evaluation

of

which

clinical

characteristics

of age; Sin et al. (13) found that age was an indepen-

assessed as part of the routine work-up of patients

dent predictor of OSA in women only, whereas

with chronic HF might help clinicians to predict those

Yumino et al. (14) reported this association for both

likely to have SDB would be helpful in the manage-

sexes. Furthermore, Yumino et al. (14) showed that

ment of the condition, enabling risk stratiﬁcation and

atrial ﬁbrillation was independently associated with

reducing symptom burden and morbidity in selected

OSA. MacDonald et al. (26) identiﬁed atrial ﬁbrillation

patients. The role of treatment for OSA and/or CSA in

and NYHA functional class III and IV as risk factors for

patients with HF remains to be determined (39). In

SDB, independent of sex, age $60 years, BMI, and

this context, the recently published results from the

LVEF. Other studies, which did not perform multi-

SERVE-HF (Treatment of Predominant Central Sleep

variate analyses, reported worse functional classiﬁ-

Apnoea by Adaptive Servo Ventilation in Patients

cation and LVEF <20% as markers for CSA (10,11).

With Heart Failure) trial (NCT00733343) provide new
and important information (40).

This study has 3 major strengths. First, because
of the large sample size, the prospective recruit-

SERVE-HF was a multinational, multicenter, ran-

ment of patients by both cardiology practices and

domized controlled trial designed to assess whether

hospital cardiology departments, and the use of a

treatment of moderate-to-severe predominant CSA

portable screening device for SDB instead of PSG,

with

to

the results are more representative and applicable

guideline-based medical therapy, reduced morbidity

to contemporary chronic HF population than previ-

and mortality in patients with chronic stable HF and

ous studies (13,14,26). This study cohort is similar to

reduced ejection fraction (41). The primary endpoint

the community chronic HF population described by

was a composite of all-cause mortality and hospitali-

Redﬁeld et al. (28) in terms of age (63 years vs. 66

zation for worsening HF, and there was no statisti-

years), BMI (28.4 kg/m 2 vs. 28.4 kg/m2 ), and pro-

cally signiﬁcant difference between patients in the

portion of women (26% vs. 21%). Assessment of

adaptive servoventilation group compared with those

SDB with PSG as it was done by Sin et al. (13),

receiving guideline-based medical therapy alone

Yumino et al. (14), and other investigators is the

(control subjects) (hazard ratio: 1.13; 95% CI: 0.97 to

gold standard for diagnosing SDB. However, per-

1.31; p ¼ 0.10) (40). However, additional analysis

forming a time-consuming in-laboratory/in-hospital

showed that patients in the adaptive servoventilation

sleep study confers a major selection bias itself. For

group had an increased risk of both all-cause mor-

example, in the “HypnoLaus study” (43), 875 of the

tality (hazard ratio: 1.28; 95% CI: 1.06 to 1.55; p ¼ 0.01)

3,043 patients (29%) who were invited for PSG

and cardiovascular mortality (hazard ratio: 1.34; 95%

refused to undergo this diagnostic test. Therefore,

CI: 1.09 to 1.65; p ¼ 0.006) versus control subjects

the prevalence and risk factor estimates in the

(40). Potential mechanisms that might explain these

SchlaHF study are likely to be the most represen-

unexpected results remain unclear (42).

tative reported to date. Second, because this was

adaptive

servoventilation,

in

addition

Male sex, age, obesity, severe impairment of sys-

the ﬁrst large-scale study in a representative study

tolic cardiac function, NYHA functional classes III

cohort, it was possible to present age- and sex-

and IV, and atrial ﬁbrillation were independently

dependent prevalence and risk factor estimates;

associated with SDB or increased AHI in this study.

this is in contrast to previous studies (13,14,26).

Perhaps 1 of the most interesting results was that

Third, we could conﬁrm predictors, such as male

there were no sex differences in the signiﬁcant

sex, age, obesity, and atrial ﬁbrillation as reported

predictors

by previous studies (13,14) in a larger patient pop-

of

SDB

and

AHI,

despite

analyses

designed to detect such differences. This suggests

ulation. Furthermore, this is the ﬁrst study that

that although the prevalence of SDB differs in men

presents an independent association between SDB

and women, the underlying disease mechanisms are

and both severe impairment of systolic cardiac

the same.

function and higher NYHA functional class.
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STUDY LIMITATIONS. Our

study does also have

management. Male sex, age, BMI, and the severity of

some limitations. We studied SDB prevalence by

both symptoms and left ventricular dysfunction were

using the screening device ApneaLink instead of

clinical predictors for the presence of SDB.

gold standard PSG. PSG was not performed in a
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risk factors. The device was evaluated in several
studies versus PSG (33–38). These studies reported
an excellent correlation between results obtained by
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with high prevalence of the disorder. Although
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Ragette et al. (37) showed that ApneaLink might
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11,
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slightly overestimate AHI, the results of the validation study in a subset of patients from the SchlaHF

PERSPECTIVES

Registry (Online Appendix) suggest that ApneaLink
might underestimate AHI. This is plausible because

COMPETENCY IN MEDICAL KNOWLEDGE: The

the number of apneas and hypopneas are reported in

pretest probability of a patient with chronic HF and

relation to “total recording time” with ApneaLink

reduced ejection fraction being treated with optimized

compared with “total sleep time” with PSG. Thus,

medical treatment having clinically relevant SDB

the use of ApneaLink is likely to result in conser-

with $15 apneas and hypopneas per hour is approxi-

vative prevalence estimates. Because we reported

mately 50%. Data from the SchlaHF registry, and the

prevalence for SDB overall, and not for the sub-

fact that patients with chronic HF with SDB often do

groups of OSA and CSA, we cannot exclude the

not show typical SDB symptoms, suggest that the

possibility that the risk factors identiﬁed relate only

presence of 1 or more predictors of SDB, such as male

to 1 of these conditions, rather than both.

sex, older age, obesity, ejection fraction <25%, or

Growing evidence suggests that SDB may play an
important role in patients with HF and preserved

NYHA functional class III/IV, should prompt clinicians
to perform device-based screening for SDB.

ejection fraction (5). The SchlaHF registry only includes patients with HF and reduced ejection fraction

TRANSLATIONAL OUTLOOK: In view of the

because at the time the registry was designed, the

various phenotypes of SDB and their potential differ-

relationship between SDB and HF with preserved

ential clinical implications in chronic HF, the devel-

ejection fraction was not well known.

opment of easy to use screening devices for SDB with
the ability to discriminate between OSA and CSA with

CONCLUSIONS

and without periodic breathing is warranted. This

The SchlaHF registry data demonstrate a high prevalence of SDB in a representative population of stable

could be useful for risk stratiﬁcation in patients with
chronic HF.

patients with chronic HF with contemporary medical
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